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Abstract. We introduce DLR+, an extension of the n-ary proposition-
ally closed description logic DLR to deal with attribute-labelled tuples
(generalising the positional notation), projections of relations, and global
and local objectification of relations, able to express inclusion, functional,
key, and external uniqueness dependencies. The logic is equipped with
both TBox and ABox axioms. We show how a simple syntactic restric-
tion on the appearance of projections sharing common attributes in a
DLR+ knowledge base makes reasoning in the language decidable with
the same computational complexity as DLR. The obtained DLR± n-
ary description logic is able to encode more thoroughly conceptual data
models such as EER, UML, and ORM.

1 Introduction

We introduce the description logic (DL) DLR+ extending the n-ary DL DLR
[6], in order to capture database oriented constraints. While DLR is a rather
expressive logic, tailored for conceptual modelling and ontology design, gener-
alising many aspects of classical description logics and OWL, it lacks a number
of expressive means relevant for database applications that can be added with-
out increasing the complexity of reasoning—when used in a carefully controlled
way. The added expressivity is motivated by the increasing use of description
logics as an abstract conceptual layer (an ontology) over relational databases.
For example, the DLR family of description logics is used to formalise and per-
form reasoning in the ORM conceptual modelling language for database design
(adopted by Microsoft in Visual Studio) [8,15].

We remind that a DLR knowledge base, as defined in [6], can express axioms
with (i) propositional combinations of concepts and (compatible) n-ary relations
– as opposed to just binary roles as in classical description logics and OWL,
(ii) concepts as unary projections of n-ary relations – generalising the exis-
tential operator over binary roles in classical description logics and OWL, and
(iii) relations with a selected typed component.
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As an example of DLR, in a knowledge base where Pilot and RacingCar
are concepts and DrivesCar, DrivesMotorbike, DrivesVehicle are binary rela-
tions, the following statements:

Pilot Ď D[1]σ2:RacingCarDrivesCar

DrivesCar \ DrivesMotorbike Ď DrivesVehicle

assert that a pilot drives a racing car and that driving a car or a motorbike
implies driving a vehicle.

The language we propose here, DLR+, extends DLR in the following ways.

– While DLR instances of n-ary relations are n-tuples of objects—whose com-
ponents are identified by their position in the tuple—instances of relations
in DLR+ are attribute-labelled tuples of objects, i.e., tuples where each com-
ponent is identified by an attribute and not by its position in the tuple (see,
e.g., [11]). For example, the relation Employee may have the signature:

Employee(firstname, lastname, dept, deptAddr),

and an instance of Employee could be the tuple:

〈firstname : John, lastname : Doe, dept : Purchase, deptAddr : London〉.

– Attributes can be renamed, for example to recover the positional attributes:

firstname, lastname, dept, deptAddr Õ 1, 2, 3, 4.

– Relation projections allow to form new relations by projecting a given relation
on some of its attributes. For example, if Person is a relation with signature
Person(name, surname), it could be related to Employee as follows::

π[firstname, lastname]Employee Ď Person,

firstname, lastname Õ name, surname.

– The objectification of a relation (also known as reification) is a concept whose
instances are unique object identifiers of the tuples instantiating the relation.
Those identifiers could be unique only within an objectified relation (local
objectification), or they could be uniquely identifying tuples independently on
the relation they are instance of (global objectification). For example, the con-
cept EmployeeC could be the global objectification of the relation Employee,
assuming that there is a global 1-to-1 correspondence between pairs of values
of the attributes firstname, lastname and EmployeeC instances:

EmployeeC ” å D[firstname, lastname]Employee.

Consider the relations with the following signatures:

DrivesCar(name, surname, car), OwnsCar(name, surname, car),
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and assume that anybody driving a car also owns it: DrivesCar Ď OwnsCar.
The locally objectified events of driving and owning, defined as

CarDrivingEvent ”
⊙

DrivesCar, CarOwningEvent ”
⊙

OwnsCar,

do not imply that a car driving event by a person is the owning event by
the same person and the same car: CarDrivingEvent �Ď CarOwningEvent.
Indeed, they are even disjoint: CarDrivingEvent [ CarOwningEvent Ď ⊥.

It turns out that DLR+ is an expressive description logic able to assert
relevant constraints typical of relational databases. In Sect. 3 we will consider
inclusion dependencies, functional and key dependencies, external uniqueness
and identification axioms. For example, DLR+ can express the fact that the
attributes firstname, lastname play the role of a multi-attribute key for the
relation Employee:

π[firstname, lastname]Employee Ď π�1[firstname, lastname]Employee,

and that the attribute deptAddr functionally depends on the attribute dept
within the relation Employee:

D[dept]Employee Ď D�1[dept] (π[dept, deptAddr]Employee) .

While DLR+ turns out to be undecidable, we show how a simple syntac-
tic condition on the appearance of projections sharing common attributes in a
knowledge base makes the language decidable. The result of this restriction is a
new language called DLR±. We prove that DLR±, while preserving most of the
DLR+ expressivity, has a reasoning problem whose complexity does not increase
w.r.t. the computational complexity of the basic DLR language.

We also present in Sect. 6 the implementation of an API for the reasoning
services in DLR±.

2 The Description Logic DLR+

We start by introducing the syntax of DLR+. A DLR+ signature is a tuple
L = (C,R,O,U , τ) where C, R, O and U are finite, mutually disjoint sets of
concept names, relation names, individual names, and attributes, respectively,
and τ is a relation signature function, associating a set of attributes to each
relation name τ(RN) = {U1, . . . , Un} Ď U , with n � 2.

Fig. 1. The syntax of DLR+.
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The syntax of concepts C, relations R, formulas ϕ, and attribute renaming
axioms ϑ is given in Fig. 1, where CN P C, RN P R, U P U , o P O, q is a positive
integer and 2 � k < arity(R). The arity of a relation R is the number of the
attributes in its signature; i.e., arity(R) = |τ(R)|, with the relation signature
function τ extended to complex relations as in Fig. 2. Note that it is possible
that the same attribute appears in the signature of different relations.

Fig. 2. The signature of DLR+ relations.

As mentioned in the introduction, the DLR+ constructors added to DLR
are the local and global objectification (

⊙
RN and

Å
R, respectively); relation

projections with the possibility to count the projected tuples (π�q[U1, . . . , Uk]R),
and renaming axioms over attributes (U1 Õ U2). Note that local objectification
(
⊙

R) can be applied to relation names, while global objectification (
Å

RN) can
be applied to arbitrary relation expressions. We use the standard abbreviations:

⊥ = C [ ¬C, � = ¬⊥, C1 \ C2 = ¬(¬C1 [ ¬C2), D[Ui]R = D�1[Ui]R,

D�q[Ui]R = ¬(D�q+1[Ui]R), π[U1, . . . , Uk]R = π�1[U1, . . . , Uk]R.

A DLR+ TBox T is a finite set of concept inclusion axioms of the form
C1 Ď C2 and relation inclusion axioms of the form R1 Ď R2. We use X1 ” X2

as a shortcut for the two axioms X1 Ď X2 and X2 Ď X1. A DLR+ ABox A
is a finite set of concept instance axioms of the form CN(o), relation instance
axioms of the form RN(U1 :o1, . . . , Un :on), and same/distinct individual axioms
of the form o1 = o2 and o1 �= o2, with oi P O. Restricting ABox axioms to
concept and relation names only does not affect the expressivity of DLR+ due
to the availability of unrestricted TBox axioms. A DLR+ renaming schema �
is a finite set of renaming axioms of the form U1 Õ U2. We use the shortcut
U1 . . . Un Õ U ′

1 . . . U ′
n to group many renaming axioms with the meaning that

Ui Õ U ′
i for all i = 1, . . . , n. A DLR+ knowledge base (KB) KB = (T ,A,�) is

composed by a TBox T , an ABox A, and a renaming schema �.
The renaming operator Õ is an equivalence relation over the attributes U ,

(Õ,U). The partitioning of U into equivalence classes induced by a renaming
schema is meant to represent the alternative ways to name attributes in the
knowledge base. A unique canonical representative for each equivalence class
is chosen to replace all the attributes in the class throughout the knowledge
base. From now on we assume that a knowledge base is consistently rewritten by
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substituting each attribute with its canonical representative. After this rewriting,
the renaming schema does not play any role in the knowledge base. We allow only
arity-preserving renaming schemas, i.e., there is no equivalence class containing
two attributes from the same relation signature.

As shown in the introduction, the renaming schema is useful to reconcile the
named attribute perspective and the positional perspective on relations. It is
also important to enforce union compatibility among relations involved in rela-
tion inclusion axioms, and among relations involved in [- and \-set expressions.
Two relations are union compatible (w.r.t. a renaming schema) if they have the
same signature (up to the attribute renaming induced by the renaming schema).
Indeed, as it will be clear from the semantics, a relation inclusion axiom involv-
ing non union compatible relations would always be false, and a [- and \-set
expression involving non union compatible relations would always be empty.

The semantics of DLR+ uses the notion of labelled tuples over a countable
potentially infinite domain Δ. Given a set of labels X Ď U an X -labelled tuple
over Δ (or tuple for short) is a total function t : X → Δ. For U P X , we write
t[U ] to refer to the domain element d P Δ labelled by U . Given d1, . . . , dn P Δ,
the expression 〈U1 : d1, . . . , Un : dn〉 stands for the tuple t defined on the set of
labels {U1, . . . , Un} such that t[Ui] = di, for 1 � 1 � n. The projection of the
tuple t over the attributes U1, . . . , Uk is the function t restricted to be undefined
for the labels not in U1, . . . , Uk, and it is denoted by t[U1, . . . , Uk]. The relation
signature function τ is extended to labelled tuples to obtain the set of labels on
which a tuple is defined. TΔ(X ) denotes the set of all X -labelled tuples over Δ,
for X Ď U , and we overload this notation by denoting with TΔ(U) the set of all
possible tuples with labels within the whole set of attributes U .

A DLR+ interpretation is a tuple I = (Δ, ·I , ı, L) consisting of a nonempty
countable potentially infinite domain Δ specific to I, an interpretation function
·I , a global objectification function ı, and a family L containing one local objectifi-
cation function �RNi

for each named relation RNi P R. The global objectification

Fig. 3. The semantics of DLR+ expressions.
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function is an injective function, ı : TΔ(U) → Δ, associating a unique global iden-
tifier to each tuple. The local objectification functions, �RNi

: TΔ(U) → Δ, are
associated to each relation name in the signature, and as the global objectifica-
tion function they are injective: they associate an identifier—which is guaranteed
to be unique only within the interpretation of a relation name—to each tuple.

The interpretation function ·I assigns a domain element to each individual,
oI P Δ, a set of domain elements to each concept name, CNI Ď Δ, and a set
of τ(RN)-labelled tuples over Δ to each relation name RN , RNI Ď TΔ(τ(RN)).
Note that the unique name assumption is not enforced. The interpretation func-
tion ·I is unambiguously extended over concept and relation expressions as spec-
ified in Fig. 3. Notice that the construct π�q[U1, . . . , Uk]R is interpreted as a
classical projection over a relation, thus including only tuples belonging to the
relation.

The interpretation I satisfies the concept inclusion axiom C1 Ď C2 if CI
1 Ď CI

2 ,
and the relation inclusion axiom R1 Ď R2 if RI

1 Ď RI
2 . It satisfies the concept

instance axiom CN(o) if oI P CNI, the relation instance axiom RN(U1 :o1, . . . , Un :
on) if 〈U1 : oI1 , . . . , Un : oIn〉 P RNI , and the axioms o1 = o2 and o1 �= o2 if oI1 = oI2 ,
and oI1 �= oI2 , respectively. I is a model of the knowledge base (T ,A,�) if it satisfies
all the axioms in the TBox T and in the ABoxA, once the knowledge base has been
rewritten according to the renaming schema.

Example 1. Consider the relation names R1, R2 with τ(R1)={W1,W2,W3,W4},
τ(R2) = {V1, V2, V3, V4, V5}, and a knowledge base with the renaming axiom
W1W2W3 Õ V3V4V5 and a TBox Texa:

π[W1,W2]R1 Ď π�1[W1,W2]R1 (1)

π[V3, V4]R2 Ď π�1[V3, V4](π[V3, V4, V5]R2) (2)
π[W1,W2,W3]R1 Ď π[V3, V4, V5]R2. (3)

The axiom (1) expresses that W1,W2 form a multi-attribute key for R1; (2)
introduces a functional dependency in the relation R2 where the attribute V5

is functionally dependent from attributes V3, V4, and (3) states an inclusion
between two projections of the relation names R1, R2 based on the renaming
schema axiom. [\

KB satisfiability refers to the problem of deciding the existence of a model
of a given knowledge base; concept satisfiability (resp. relation satisfiability) is
the problem of deciding whether there is a model of the knowledge base with a
non-empty interpretation of a given concept (resp. relation). A knowledge base
entails (or logically implies) an axiom if all models of the knowledge base are also
models of the axiom. For instance, it is easy to see that the TBox in Example 1
entails that V3, V4 are a key for R2:

Texa |= π[V3, V4]R2 Ď π�1[V3, V4]R2,

and that axiom (2) is redundant in Texa. The decision problems in DLR+ can
be all reduced to KB satisfiability.
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Lemma 2. In DLR+, concept and relation satisfiability and entailment are
reducible to KB satisfiability.

3 Expressiveness of DLR+

DLR+ is an expressive description logic able to assert relevant constraints in
the context of relational databases, such as inclusion dependencies (namely
inclusion axioms among arbitrary projections of relations), equijoins, functional
dependency axioms, key and foreign key axioms, external uniqueness axioms,
identification axioms, and path functional dependencies.

An equijoin among two relations with disjoint signatures is the set of all
combinations of tuples in the relations that are equal on their selected attribute
names. Let R1, R2 be relations with signatures τ(R1) = {U,U1, . . . , Un1} and
τ(R2) = {V, V1, . . . , Vn2}; their equijoin over U and V is the relation R =
R1 	


U=V
R2 with signature τ(R) = τ(R1) Y τ(R2) \ {V }, which is expressed by

the DLR+ axioms:

π[U,U1, . . . , Un1 ]R ” σU :(D[U ]R1[D[V ]R2)R1

π[V, V1, . . . , Vn2 ]R ” σV :(D[U ]R1[D[V ]R2)R2

U Õ V.

A functional dependency axiom (R : U1 . . . Uj → U) (also called internal unique-
ness axiom [9]) states that the values of the attributes U1 . . . Uj uniquely deter-
mine the value of the attribute U in the relation R. Formally, the interpreta-
tion I satisfies this functional dependency axiom if, for all tuples s, t P RI ,
s[U1] = t[U1], . . . , s[Uj ] = t[Uj ] imply s[U ] = t[U ]. Functional dependencies can
be expressed in DLR+, assuming that {U1, . . . , Uj , U} Ď τ(R), with the axiom:

π[U1, . . . , Uj ]R Ď π�1[U1, . . . , Uj ](π[U1, . . . , Uj , U ]R).

A special case of a functional dependency are key axioms (R : U1 . . . Uj → R),
which state that the values of the key attributes U1 . . . Uj of a relation R uniquely
identify tuples in R. A key axiom can be expressed in DLR+, assuming that
{U1 . . . Uj} Ď τ(R), with the axiom:

π[U1, . . . , Uj ]R Ď π�1[U1, . . . , Uj ]R.

A foreign key is the obvious result of an inclusion dependency together with
a key constraint involving the foreign key attributes.

The external uniqueness axiom ([U1]R1 ↓ . . . ↓ [Uh]Rh) states that the join R
of the relations R1, . . . , Rh via the attributes U1, . . . , Uh has the joined attribute
functionally dependent on all the others [9]. This can be expressed in DLR+ with
the axioms:

R ” R1 	

U1=U2

· · · 	

Uh−1=Uh

Rh

R : U1
1 , . . . , U1

n1
, . . . , Uh

1 , . . . , Uh
nh

→ U1
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where τ(Ri) = {U i, U i
1, . . . , U

i
ni
}, 1 ≤ i ≤ h, and R is a new relation name with

τ(R) = {U1, U1
1 , . . . , U1

n1
, . . . , Uh

1 , . . . , Uh
nh

}.
Identification axioms as defined in DLRifd [4] (an extension of DLR with

functional dependencies and identification axioms) are a variant of external
uniqueness axioms, constraining only the elements of a concept C; they can
be expressed in DLR+ with the axiom:

[U1]σU1:CR1 ↓ . . . ↓ [Uh]σUh:CRh.

Path functional dependencies—as defined in the description logics family
CFD [16]—can be expressed in DLR+ as identification axioms involving joined
sequences of functional binary relations. DLR+ also captures the tree-based iden-
tification constraints (tid) introduced in [5] to express functional dependencies
in DL-LiteRDFS,tid.

The rich set of constructors in DLR+ allows us to extend the known map-
pings in description logics of popular conceptual database models, and to pro-
vide the foundations for their reasoning tasks. The EER mapping as introduced
in [1] can be extended to deal with multi-attribute keys (by using identification
axioms) and named roles in relations; the ORM mapping as introduced in [8,15]
can be extended to deal with arbitrary subset and exclusive relation constructs
(by using inclusions among global objectifications of projections of relations),
arbitrary internal and external uniqueness constraints, arbitrary frequency con-
straints (by using projections), local objectification, named roles in relations,
and fact type readings (by using renaming axioms); the UML mapping as intro-
duced in [3] can be fixed to deal properly with association classes (by using local
objectification) and named roles in associations.

Aside from conceptual modelling, DLR+ could be studied in relation to
other tasks relevant for database scenarios, such as query answering [6], con-
straint checking with respect to a partially closed world (i.e., with DBoxes [13]),
inconsistent database repairing, etc. In this paper, we focus just on the basic con-
sistency and entailment reasoning tasks.

4 The DLR± Fragment of DLR+

Since a DLR+ knowledge base can express inclusions and functional dependen-
cies, the entailment problem is undecidable [7]. Thus, in this section we present
DLR±, a decidable syntactic fragment of DLR+ limiting the coexistence of
relation projections in a knowledge base.

Given a DLR+ knowledge base KB = (T ,A,�), we define the projection
signature of KB as the set T containing the signatures τ(RN) of all relations
RN P R, the singleton sets associated with each attribute name U P U , and the
relation signatures that appear explicitly in projection constructs in some axiom
from T , together with their implicit occurrences due to the renaming schema.
Formally, T is the smallest set such that (i) τ(RN) P T for all RN P R; (ii)
{U} P T for all U P U ; and (iii) {U1, . . . , Uk} P T for all π�q[V1, . . . , Vk]R
appearing as sub-formulas in T and Vi P [Ui]� for 1� i�k.
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The projection signature graph of KB is the directed acyclic graph corre-
sponding to the Hasse diagram of T ordered by the proper subset relation Ą,
whose sinks are the attribute singletons {U}. We call this graph (Ą,T ). Given
a set of attributes τ = {U1, . . . , Uk} Ď U , the projection signature graph domi-
nated by τ , denoted as Tτ , is the sub-graph of (Ą,T ) with τ as root and con-
taining all the nodes reachable from τ . Given two sets of attributes τ1, τ2 Ď U ,
pathT (τ1, τ2) denotes the set of paths in (Ą,T ) between τ1 and τ2. Note that,
pathT (τ1, τ2) = ∅ both when a path does not exist and when τ1 Ď τ2. The
notation childT (τ1, τ2) means that τ2 is a child (i.e., a direct descendant) of τ1
in (Ą,T ). We now introduce DLR± as follows.

Definition 3. A DLR± knowledge base is a DLR+ knowledge base that satis-
fies the following syntactic conditions:

1. the projection signature graph (Ą,T ) is a multitree: i.e., for every node τ P
T , the graph Tτ is a tree; and

2. for every projection construct π�q[U1, . . . , Uk]R and every concept expression
of the form D�q[U1]R appearing in T , if q > 1 then the length of the path
pathT (τ(R), {U1, . . . , Uk}) is 1.

The first condition in DLR± restrict DLR+ in the way that multiple projections
of relations may appear in a knowledge base: intuitively, there cannot be differ-
ent projections sharing a common attribute. Moreover, observe that in DLR±

pathT is necessarily functional, due to the multitree restriction. By relaxing the
first condition the language becomes undecidable, as we mentioned at the begin-
ning of this Section. The second condition is also necessary to prove decidability
of DLR±; however, we do not know whether this condition could be relaxed
while preserving decidability.

Figure 4 shows that the projection signature graph of the knowledge base
from Example 1 is indeed a multitree. Note that in the figure we have collapsed

Fig. 4. The projection signature graph of Example 1.
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equivalent attributes in a unique equivalence class, according to the renaming
schema. Furthermore, since all its projection constructs have q = 1, this knowl-
edge base belongs to DLR±.

DLR is included in DLR±, since the projection signature graph of any
DLR knowledge base is always a degenerate multitree with maximum depth
equal to 1. Not all the database constraints as introduced in Sect. 3 can be
directly expressed in DLR±. While functional dependency and key axioms can
be expressed directly in DLR±, equijoins, external uniqueness axioms, and
identification axioms introduce projections of a relation which share common
attributes, thus violating the multitree restriction. For example, the axioms for
capturing an equijoin between two relations, R1, R2 would generate a projection
signature graph with the signatures of R1, R2 as projections of the signature of
the join relation R sharing the attribute on which the join is performed, thus
violating condition 1.

However, in DLR± it is still possible to reason over both external uniqueness
and identification axioms by encoding them into a set of saturated ABoxes (as
originally proposed in [4]) and check whether there is a saturation that satisfies
the constraints. Therefore, we can conclude that DLRifd extended with unary
functional dependencies is included in DLR±, provided that projections of rela-
tions in the knowledge base form a multitree projection signature graph. Since
(unary) functional dependencies are expressed via the inclusions of projections
of relations, by constraining the projection signature graph to be a multitree, the
possibility to build combinations of functional dependencies as the ones in [4]
leading to undecidability is ruled out.

Note that the non-conflicting keys sufficient condition guaranteeing the
decidability of inclusion dependencies and keys of [12] is in conflict with our
more restrictive requirement: indeed [12] allow for overlapping projections, but
the considered datalog language is not comparable to DLR+. In general, descrip-
tion logic based languages, such as DLR+, and datalog based languages, such
as the language proposed in [12], are incomparable in terms of expressiveness,
due to the inability of description logics to distinguish non-tree models in the
TBox. Note that, unlike the typical restrictions of datalog-like languages, there is
no problem in stating arbitrary cyclic dependencies in relation inclusion axioms
involving projections on the left and right hand sides.

Concerning the ability of DLR± to capture conceptual data models, only the
mapping of ORM schemas is affected by the DLR± restrictions: DLR± is able
to correctly express an ORM schema if the projections involved in the schema
satisfy the DLR± multitree restriction.

5 Mapping DLR± to ALCQI
This section shows constructively the main technical result of this paper, i.e.,
that reasoning in DLR± is an ExpTime-complete problem. The lower bound
is clear by observing that DLR is a sublanguage of DLR±. More challenging is
the upper bound obtained by providing a mapping from DLR± knowledge bases
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to ALCQI knowledge bases—a propositionally complete description logic with
qualified number restrictions D�qR.C, and inverse roles R− (see [2] for more
details). We adapt and extend the mapping presented for DLR in [6], with the
modifications proposed by [10] to deal with ABoxes without the unique name
assumption.

We recall that the renaming schema � does not play any role since we
assumed that a DLR± knowledge base is rewritten by choosing a single canon-
ical representative for each equivalence class of attributes induced by �. Thus,
we consider DLR± knowledge bases as pairs of TBox and ABox axioms.

Fig. 5. The mapping to ALCQI for concept and relation expressions.

We first introduce a mapping function ·† from DLR± concepts and relations
to ALCQI concepts. The function ·† maps each concept name CN and each
relation name RN appearing in the DLR± KB to the ALCQI concept names CN
and ARN , respectively. The latter can be informally understood as the “global”
reification of RN . For each relation name RN , the ALCQI signature also includes
a concept name Al

RN and a role name QRN to capture local objectification. The
mapping ·† is extended to concept and relation expressions as illustrated in Fig. 5,
where the notation D�1,�qR.C is a shortcut for the conjunction DR.C [D�qR.C.

The mapping crucially uses the projection signature graph to map projec-
tions and selections, by accessing paths in the projection signature graph (Ą,T )
associated to the DLR± KB. If there is a path pathT (τ, τ ′) = τ, τ1, . . . , τn, τ ′
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from τ to τ ′ in T , then the ALCQI signature contains role names Qτ ′ , Qτi , for
i = 1, . . . , n, and the following role chain expression is generated by the mapping:

pathT (τ, τ ′)† = Qτ1 ◦ . . . ◦ Qτn ◦ Qτ ′ ,

In particular, the mapping uses the following notation: the inverse role chain
(R1 ◦ . . . ◦ Rn)−, for Ri a role name, stands for the chain R−

n ◦ . . . ◦ R−
1 , with

R−
i an inverse role, the expression D�1R1 ◦ . . . ◦ Rn.C stands for the ALCQI

concept expression D�1R1. . . . . D�1Rn.C and ∀R1 ◦ . . . ◦ Rn.C for the ALCQI
concept expression ∀R1. . . . . ∀Rn.C. Thus, since DLR± restricts to q = 1 the
cardinalities on any path of length strictly greater than 1 (see condition 2 in
Definition 3), the above notation shows that we remain within the ALCQI syn-
tax when the mapping applies to cardinalities. If, e.g., we need to map the
DLR± cardinality constraint D�q[Ui]R with q > 1, then, to stay within the
ALCQI syntax, Ui must not be mentioned in any other projection in such a
way that |pathT (τ(R), {Ui})| = 1. Finally, notice that the mapping introduces
a concept name Aτi

RN for each projected signature τi in the projection signature
graph dominated by τ(RN), i.e., τi P Tτ(RN), informally to capture the global
reifications of the various projections of RN in the given KB. We also use the
shortcut ARN which stands for A

τ(RN)
RN .

Intuitively, each node in the projection signature graph associated to a DLR±

KB denotes a relation projection and the mapping reifies each of these projec-
tions. The target ALCQI signature resulting from mapping the DLR± KB of
Example 1 is partially presented in Fig. 6, together with the projection signature
graph (showed in Fig. 4). Each node of the graph is labelled with the correspond-
ing global reification concept (Aτj

Ri
), for each Ri P R and each projected signature

Fig. 6. The ALCQI signature generated by Texa.
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τj in the projection signature graph dominated by τ(Ri), while the edges are
labelled by the roles (Qτi) needed for the reification.

To better clarify the need for the path function in the mapping, notice that
each DLR± relation is reified according to the decomposition dictated by the
projection signature graph it dominates. Thus, to access, e.g., an attribute
Uj of a DLR± relation Ri it is necessary to follow the path through the
projections that use the attribute. Such a path, from the node denoting the
whole signature of the relation, τ(Ri), to the node denoting the attribute Uj

is returned by the pathT (τ(Ri), Uj) function. For example, considering the
example in Fig. 6, to access the attribute W1 of the relation R2 in the expres-
sion (σW1:CR2), the mapping of the path pathT (τ(R2), {W1})† is equal to the
role chain Q{W1,W2,W3} ◦ Q{W1,W2} ◦ Q{W1}, so that (σW1:CR2)† = AR2 [
∀Q{W1,W2,W3}. ∀Q{W1,W2}. ∀Q{W1}.C. Similar considerations can be done when
mapping cardinalities over relation projections.

Figures 7 and 8 present in details the mapping of a DLR± KB into a KB
in ALCQI. Let KB = (T ,A) be a DLR± KB with signature (C,R,O,U , τ).
The mapping γ(KB) is assumed to be unsatisfiable (i.e., it contains the axiom
� Ď ⊥) if the ABox contains the relation assertion RN(t) with τ(RN) �= τ(t),
for some relation RN P R and some tuple t. Otherwise, γ(KB) = (γ(T ), γ(A))
defines the mapped ALCQI KB.

Intuitively, γdsj ensures that relations with different signatures are disjoint,
thus, e.g., enforcing the union compatibility. The axioms in γrel introduce classi-
cal reification axioms for each relation and its relevant projections. The axioms
in γlobj make sure that each local objectification differs from the global one while
each role QRN defines a bijection.

To translate the ABox, we first map each individual o P O in the DLR± ABox
A to an ALCQI individual o. Each tuple in relation instance axioms occurring
in A is mapped via an injective function ξ to a distinct individual. That is,

Fig. 7. The mapping into a ALCQI KB.
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Fig. 8. The mapping γ(A)

ξ : TO(U) → OALCQI , with OALCQI = OYOt being the set of individual names
in γ(KB), O ∩Ot = ∅ and

ξ(t) =

{
o P O, if t = 〈U :o〉
o P Ot, otherwise.

Following [10], the mapping γ(A) in Fig. 8 introduces a new concept name Qo

for each individual o P O and a new concept name Qt for each relation instance
t occurring in A, with each Qt restricted as follows:

Qt ĎD�1
(
pathT (τ(t), {U1})†

)−
.

D(pathT (τ(t), {U2})†
)
.Qo2 [. . .[ D(pathT (τ(t), {Un})†

)
.Qon

Intuitively, (6) and (7) reify each relation instance axiom occurring in A using
the projection signature of the involved tuple itself. The Formulas (8) and (9)
together with the axioms for concepts Qt guarantee that there is exactly one
ALCQI individual reifying a given tuple in a relation instance axiom. Clearly,
the size of γ(KB) is polynomial in the size of KB under the same coding of the
numerical parameters.

We are now able to state our main technical result.

Theorem 4. A DLR± knowledge base KB is satisfiable iff the ALCQI knowl-
edge base γ(KB) is satisfiable.

As a direct consequence of this theorem and the fact that DLR is a sublanguage
of DLR±, we obtain the following corollary.

Corollary 5. Reasoning in DLR± is ExpTime-complete.

6 Implementation of a DLR± API

We have implemented the framework discussed in this paper. DLRtoOWL is a
Java library fully implementing DLR± reasoning services. The library is based
on the tool ANTLR4 to parse serialised input, and on OWLAPI4 for the OWL2
encoding, and it includes the OWL reasoner JFact. DLRtoOWL provides a Java
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DLR API package to allow developers to create, manipulate, serialise, and reason
with DLR± knowledge bases in their Java-based application, extending in a
compatible way the standard OWL API with the DLR± tell and ask services.

During the development of this new library we strongly focused on perfor-
mance. Since the OWL encoding is only possible if we have already built the
ALCQI projection signature multitree, in principle the program should perform
two parsing rounds: one to create the multitree and the other one to generate
the OWL mapping. We faced this issue using dynamic programming: during the
first (and only) parsing round we store in a data structure each axiom that we
want to translate in OWL and, after building the multitree, by the dynamic
programming technique we build on-the-fly a Java class which generates the
required axioms.

We have used the DLR± API within a plugin for general ontology reason-
ing for conceptual design tools based on languages such as EER, UML (with
OCL), and ORM (with derivation rules) [14]. This plugin supports the detection
of inconsistencies, redundancies, complete derivations of the strictest implicit
constructs and unexpected behaviours. Reasoning helps the modeller to detect
relevant formal properties of the ontology that may be undetected during the
modelling phase, which give rise to design quality degradation and/or increased
development times and costs. The system is still at an early stage of completion,
but it has been proved to be highly effective and efficient: indeed, it computes
derivations in real time in the background while the ontology is being designed.

7 Conclusions

We have introduced the very expressive DLR+ description logic, which extends
DLR with database oriented constraints. DLR+ is expressive enough to cover
directly and more thoroughly the EER, UML, and ORM conceptual data models,
among others. Although reasoning in DLR+ is undecidable, we show that a
simple syntactic constraint on KBs restores decidability. In fact, the resulting
logic DLR± has the same complexity (ExpTime-complete) as the basic DLR
language. In other words, handling database constraints does not increase the
complexity of reasoning in the logic. To enhance the use and adoption of DLR±,
we have developed an API that fully implements reasoning for this language, and
maps input knowledge bases into OWL. Using a standard OWL reasoner, we are
able to provide a variety of DLR± reasoning services.

We plan to investigate the problem of query answering under DLR± ontolo-
gies and to check whether the complexity for this problem can be lifted from
known results in DLR to DLR±.
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